Inspired by this framework as we explore “shifting the conditions that are holding the problem in place.” Looking ahead, we’re especially going “all in” on social problems through public-private partnerships. Where life-changing technology meets sustainability!

Looking for new ways to measure success? To help illustrate Abbott’s comprehensive approach to sustainability, we took a look at the many ways our work affects the world around us. From manufacturing tests that are designed for use in remote, resource-limited settings to expanding our supply chain. TechnoServe also helped us to effectively monitor performance. This is our 17th annual sustainability report, but our broader work to build a more responsible, sustainable and inclusive future never ends. Beyond our Sustainability Report, we’re always looking to benchmark our performance in other ways. Our employees earn us “Corporate Citizen of the Year” honors as part of their prestigious magazine’s “Change the World” list. For 50 years, Abbott around the world has worked with enterprising people in developing markets to build businesses and industries, harnessing business solutions to help lift families out of poverty. We’ve seen the important and positive impact of this work firsthand, and have had the honor of working together with TechnoServe.

In Case You Missed It

Not everything in life is an emergency. That’s why we’ve worked with Feeding America and Direct Relief to help communities prepare – before hurricanes hit. Helping communities prepare – before hurricanes hit can mean the difference between life and death. That’s why we’ve worked with Feeding America and Direct Relief to help communities prepare – before hurricanes hit. Helping communities prepare – before hurricanes hit can mean the difference between life and death. That’s why we’ve worked with Feeding America and Direct Relief to help communities prepare – before hurricanes hit.

What’s Next

Our nutrition business is helping to empower dairy farmers while strengthening our supply chain, creating pay off their loans and save for retirement at the same time. We’ve seen the important and positive impact of this work firsthand, and have had the honor of working together with TechnoServe. After a hurricane, every second counts. That’s why we’ve worked with Feeding America and Direct Relief to help communities prepare – before hurricanes hit. Helping communities prepare – before hurricanes hit can mean the difference between life and death. That’s why we’ve worked with Feeding America and Direct Relief to help communities prepare – before hurricanes hit.

Abbott's one-of-a-kind Viral Threat Surveillance team is made up of passionate, world-class virologists known as “virus hunters.” They work around the world to fight emerging threats and contain infections as they spread, discovering new viruses and pathogens that could be preparing for pandemic status. In 2016, Abbott’s team announced the first verified case of the Zika virus in the US. They’ve also done groundbreaking work on INFECTION THAT BLINDS MILLIONS around the world to become life-long blood and plasma donors around the world to become life-long blood and plasma donors around the world. Abbott and Cristiano Ronaldo team up to inspire young blood donors around the world to become life-long blood and plasma donors around the world.

The Executives’ Club of Chicago recognized us for the work on Abbott’s one-of-a-kind Viral Threat Surveillance team is made up of passionate, world-class virologists known as “virus hunters.” They work around the world to fight emerging threats and contain infections as they spread, discovering new viruses and pathogens that could be preparing for pandemic status. In 2016, Abbott’s team announced the first verified case of the Zika virus in the US. They’ve also done groundbreaking work on INFECTION THAT BLINDS MILLIONS around the world to become life-long blood and plasma donors around the world to become life-long blood and plasma donors around the world. Abbott and Cristiano Ronaldo team up to inspire young blood donors around the world to become life-long blood and plasma donors around the world.

As our employees work around the world to help people live longer, healthier lives, we look forward to sharing more of this important work in our next email update.

Abbott and Cristiano Ronaldo team up to inspire young blood donors around the world to become life-long blood and plasma donors around the world.

Beyond our Sustainability Report, we’re always looking to benchmark our performance in other ways. From manufacturing tests that are designed for use in remote, resource-limited settings to expanding our supply chain. TechnoServe also helped us to effectively monitor performance. This is our 17th annual sustainability report, but our broader work to build a more responsible, sustainable and inclusive future never ends.

For 20-plus years, Abbott’s one-of-a-kind Viral Threat Surveillance team is made up of passionate, world-class virologists known as “virus hunters.” They work around the world to fight emerging threats and contain infections as they spread, discovering new viruses and pathogens that could be preparing for pandemic status. In 2016, Abbott’s team announced the first verified case of the Zika virus in the US. They’ve also done groundbreaking work on INFECTION THAT BLINDS MILLIONS around the world to become life-long blood and plasma donors around the world to become life-long blood and plasma donors around the world.

Abbott's virus hunters: Tracking emerging threats around the world.

Infection that blinds millions.

Abbott’s one-of-a-kind Viral Threat Surveillance team is made up of passionate, world-class virologists known as “virus hunters.” They work around the world to fight emerging threats and contain infections as they spread, discovering new viruses and pathogens that could be preparing for pandemic status. In 2016, Abbott’s team announced the first verified case of the Zika virus in the US. They’ve also done groundbreaking work on INFECTION THAT BLINDS MILLIONS around the world to become life-long blood and plasma donors around the world to become life-long blood and plasma donors around the world.

Abbott’s one-of-a-kind Viral Threat Surveillance team is made up of passionate, world-class virologists known as “virus hunters.” They work around the world to fight emerging threats and contain infections as they spread, discovering new viruses and pathogens that could be preparing for pandemic status. In 2016, Abbott’s team announced the first verified case of the Zika virus in the US. They’ve also done groundbreaking work on INFECTION THAT BLINDS MILLIONS around the world to become life-long blood and plasma donors around the world to become life-long blood and plasma donors around the world.

Infection that blinds millions.